**FLIGHT TRAINING**

**PRACTICAL TEST STANDARDS**
ASA reprints the most current FAA Practical Test Standards in this series of handy cockpit-sized guides. Every PTS is written by the FAA and details the type and levels of skill and knowledge that must be demonstrated before an examiner can issue a certificate or rating to an applicant, and describes background study and reference materials.

- **Private Pilot Airplane (single engine land & sea)** 13-00981 $4.95
- **Rotorcraft/Helicopter (private)** 13-02337 $4.75
- **Commercial Pilot (single & multi-engine land & sea)** 13-00985 $4.95
- **Instrument Pilot** 13-00986 $4.90
- **Multi-Engine Pilot** 13-02061 $5.35
- **Airline Transport Pilot & Type Rating (Airplane & Helicopter)** 13-02288 $5.35
- **Flight Instruct Instrument (airplane & helicopter)** 13-02296 $4.49
- **Aviation Mechanic** 13-02555 $7.50

**ASA 2014 FAR/AIM SERIES**
ASA has built a reputation for providing the aviation community with the most accurate and reliable FAR/AIM products available. The 2014 FAR/AIM book continues this tradition, containing complete and up-to-date information from Titles 14 and 49 of the Code of Federal Regulations (14 and 49 CFR) pertinent to General Aviation, Sport Pilots and Flight Instructors, combined with the Aeronautical Information Manual (AIM), and a free email subscription service for you to receive updated information as it is released by the FAA.

- **Flight Instructor Instrument (airplane & helicopter)** 13-00985 $4.95
- **Commercial Pilot (single & multi-engine land & sea)** 13-00980 $4.90
- **Instrument Pilot** 13-00985 $4.95
- **Airline Transport Pilot & Type Rating (Airplane & Helicopter)** 13-00908 $4.50
- **Flight Instructor Airplane (Single engine land & sea)** 13-32334 $4.80
- **Flight Instruct Instrument (airplane & helicopter)** 13-02296 $4.49
- **Aviation Mechanic** 13-02555 $7.50

**GUIDE TO THE FLIGHT REVIEW**
BY JACKIE SPANITZ - Complete preparation for taking or issuing a Flight Review. Most commonly asked questions with answers regarding the Flight Review, appropriate references for further study, relevant advisory Circulars, and a checklist. All information is useful to both Flight Review candidates & issuing CFIs. The new sixth edition reflects important updates.

- **P/N 13-00973** $9.85

**ASA AIRCRAFT WEIGHT AND BALANCE HANDBOOK**
This book explains in detail the process to determine the weight and balance of any aircraft. This new edition, effective March 2007, has been updated to include information on new Light Sport Aircraft (LSA) and Very Light Jet (VLJ) categories. Applicable to both airplanes and helicopters, this book is a primary reference for all FAA Knowledge Exams for both pilots and mechanics. Soft cover, glossy, indexed, full-color illustrations, 8-3/8” x 10-7/8”, 96 pages.

- **P/N 13-01059** $6.95

MAINTENANCE LIBRARY CD 2013
14 publications on one searchable, printable CD! It’s perfect as a convenient easy to handle reference to this everyday material or as a complete economical curriculum for an A&P student. Publications included:
- **2013 FARs for Maintenance Technicians** Ac 43.13 1B, 2B (new 2008 edition)
- **General Handbook**, Ac 65-9A
- **Airframe Handbook**, Ac 65-15A
- **Powerplant Handbook**, Ac 65-12A
- **2013 FAA General Test Questions & Answers**
- **2013 FAA Airframe Test Questions & Answers**
- **2013 FAA Powerplant Test Questions & Answers**
- **A&P Computer Testing Supplement**
- **A&P Practical Test Standards**
- **Weight & Balance Handbook**
- **Corrosion Control**
- **Nondestructive Testing for Aircraft**
- **Ultrasonic Testing for Aircraft**

- **P/N 13-05131** $39.99

HOME STUDY FLIGHT INSTRUCTION
Useful at any level of experience, the Home Study Flight Instruction Program is excellent as a preflight instructional tool and as a refresher course. Compromising approximately two hours of professionally narrated, efficiently organized instruction, the course moves from an introduction, to the controls, to straight and level flight, through turns, climbs, takeoffs, emergencies, landing approaches, and emergency procedures.

- **CD** P/N 13-02085 $18.95
- **Cassettes** P/N 13-02086 $18.95

**THE RIGHT SEAT**
The Right Seat is an excellent introduction to flying for pilots’ companions and would-be pilots. Clearly explains in easy-to-understand text with illustrations: how the airplane flies, how the instruments work and how to read them, how to navigate, communicate, assist the pilot, and what to do if anything should happen to the pilot. A perfect gift for your flying companion.

- **P/N 13-02083** $12.95

**THE PRACTICAL AVIATOR PRIVATE PILOT**
Section I relates to the first part of your oral exam. At that time, you will be asked to show the necessary certificates and documents required for flight, and show that the airplane is airworthy. Each part of this section has a detailed checklist, with a brief description of what is required. Section II is where you will compile all of the information you need to prepare for your cross-country checkride. You will be able to use this section to record the training lessons so that you will have examples to reference when preparing for your oral exam. Section III deals with aircraft systems and aeromedical information. This will be compiled from the Pilot’s Operating Handbook and the Pilot’s Handbook of Aeronautical Knowledge and placed here for easy reference.

- **P/N 13-12706** $49.95

**THE PRACTICAL AVIATOR INSTRUMENT RATING**
Section I relates to the first part of your oral exam, during which you will be asked to show the necessary certificates and qualifications for instrument flight. Section I is also where you will compile all of the information you need to prepare for your cross-country Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) checkride. Section II deals with systems related to IFR operations. Worksheets are provided to record notes related to each system and instrument. Section III is where you will compile all of the necessary documents required for flight to show that the airplane is airworthy.

- **P/N 13-12707** $49.95

**THE PRACTICAL AVIATOR COMMERCIAL PILOT**
Section I relates to the first part of your oral exam. At that time, you will be asked to show the necessary certificates and documents required for flight, and show that the airplane is airworthy. Section II is where you will compile all of the information you need to prepare for your cross-country checkride. You will be able to use this section to record the training lessons so that you will have examples to reference when preparing for your oral exam. Section III deals with aircraft systems and aeromedical information. This will be compiled from the Pilot’s Operating Handbook and the Pilot’s Handbook of Aeronautical Knowledge and placed here for easy reference.

- **P/N 13-12708** $49.95

**PROFLIGHT PRE SOLO WRITTEN EXAM**
This exam contains a total of 50 questions: 20 general questions, 10 regarding your training aircraft, and 20 regarding your local flight environment. Use of reference materials during this exam such as your training aircraft’s Operator’s Manual and local aeronautical charts is permitted.

- **P/N 13-10441** $4.95

**BIENNIAL FLIGHT REVIEW**
Complete BFR in one small package! This is by far the most concise and well organized flight review book on the market. It is full of checklists and handy procedures as well. Targeted for the aviator who wants to brush up on the rules and regs and get up in the air and have some fun! Includes fully illustrated flight maneuvers and procedures, clearances, approaches, flight planning and more!

- **P/N 13-05739** $10.50

**INSTRUMENT FLIGHT REVIEW**
A new shortcut to IFR Review! You can’t beat this. This is the most incredible organization of IFR rules, regulations, tips and information available. Includes fully illustrated flight maneuvers and procedures, clearances, approaches, flight planning and more!

- **P/N 13-05740** $8.95

**PILOT’S POCKET HANDBOOK**
The next best thing to having that brain chip implant! An extremely useful collection of everyday aviation facts, figures and neat stuff! Includes a world time chart, aircraft country codes, math and conversion standard and emergency checklist, abbreviations, ... get the idea?!

- **P/N 13-05741** $8.95

**PILOT’S RULES OF THUMB**
- Don’t fly by the seat of your pants, use your thumbs! Here is the only book of it’s kind. This collection of helpful rules and tips is useful to barnstormer and jet fighter pilot alike. (I have personal second hand knowledge that brain chip implant! An extremely useful collection of everyday aviation facts, figures and neat stuff! Includes a world time chart, aircraft country codes, math and conversion standard and emergency checklist, abbreviations, ... get the idea?!

- **P/N 13-05742** $9.95

**AIRCRAFT SPRUCE WEST**
CORONA, CA • (877) 4-SPRUCE

**AIRCRAFT SPRUCE EAST**
PEACHTREE CITY, GA • (877) 477-7823

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice